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ABSTRACT
The use of social and collaborative computing has the potential of assisting learning and improving the ability to work together as part of a team. Team work is a graduate attribute that students need to acquire before transitioning from university into the workplace. The aim of this exploratory research was to provide insights into the use of social and collaborative applications by Computer Science students, and the emergent affordances student project teams have created with the use of these applications. It answers the questions: What elearning platforms or applications do students use to collaborate for team projects? What technology affordance draws students to use these applications? This study adopts affordance theory as the theoretical framework. Two types of content analysis: conventional content analysis and summative content analysis were used to analyse the data. Data was gathered using a pre-designed questionnaire with the teams during the first semester of 2016. Findings show that the university’s elearning platform is utilised for some of their courses; however students seem to prefer free and open source platforms. Student project teams used applications such as WhatsApp, Telegram, Dropbox, Google Drive, Google Docs, as well as email messages, to work jointly, and were successfully able to complete their team projects. Four types of technology affordances: communicative-affordance, document share-affordance, course resource-affordance, and integrity-affordance, were identified as being relevant.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the advent of Web 2.0, several technologies have transformed the way people communicate and collaborate with one another. This has had an impact on the education landscape with information dissemination, communication and file sharing becoming much easier than previously (Huang, Yang, Yueh-Min, & Hsiao, 2010). It was found that learning collaboratively allows students to obtain an improved level of reasoning, gain additional information and also provides a platform to
practice good communication skills (Totten, Sills, Digby, & Russ, 1991; Marjan Laal & Ghodsi, 2012; Marjan Laal & Laal, 2012; Alberola, Del Val, Sanchez-Anguix, Palomares, & Teruel, 2016) as well as competency skills (Ke & Hsu, 2015). Several collaborative systems have thus been designed and used for the support of learning (Gress, Fior, Hadwin, & Winne, 2010).

In today’s academic environment, students have smart mobile devices and access to several mobile technologies which afford them the ability to keep contact with their friends socially and also to access academic work. Leonardi (2011) states that people either formulate the perception that a technology hinders their ability to perform their desired goals or that the technology affords the opportunity of performing new goals. The affordance associated with a technology determines how it will be adopted for use by users (F. Bankole, Bankole, Brown, & Cloete, 2012; De Jong, Linn, & Zacharia, 2013).

Most Computer Science students have access to smart phones and the Internet and are thus naturally exposed to social media and collaborative technologies. They use these to connect, collaborate, and share files and documents both socially as well as academically. Access to the Internet on the campus of University of the Western Cape (UWC) is free and the usage of and access to the technologies are mostly free as well. This invariably makes social technologies a universal environment which provides value to students.

Of interest is: do students use the collaborative environments provided by the university? And if they do, how do they use them? What alternative collaborative environments do students adopt to aid in their learning? And how do teams coordinate their contributions when having to complete team assignments?

This research effort aims to investigate which technologies afford collaboration for final year Computer Science students at UWC and how they determine what collaborative environments to use to coordinate their group activities.

The research questions are thus:

- What collaborative elearning platforms or applications do Computer Science students use?
- What affordances are evident when students make use of collaborative applications for learning when working on team projects?

This research adopted a semi structured questionnaire as an exploratory method to investigate the use of social and collaborative applications and affordances associated with their use by student project groups.

Both conventional content analysis and summative content analysis were used for data analysis. Findings show that student project groups decide on their own modes of use of online applications such as WhatsApp, Telegram, Dropbox, Google Drive and Google Docs. The students made use of email messages for communication and collaboration. They used the university’s elearning platform to hand in assignments as well as to access course materials and resources, but preferred to use free and open source platforms for their team task. Technology affordance was evident in the way the students improvised ways to use these applications to solve their immediate collaborative needs within their teams. The students were able to learn from each other and bring their projects to completion while working jointly using these applications.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Collaborative applications and platforms

Collaborative elearning develops the ability to work effectively and efficiently as part of a group (Chai & Tan, 2009). The ability to work collaboratively has become a valuable skill in the workplace. The experience of being able to learn to work as part of a group when students are at university makes the transition from university to the workplace less intimidating than when they do not have that experience at all (Chai & Tan, 2009; Ke & Hsu, 2015).

In today's academic environment, students have access to mobile devices and technologies. This provides an easy means of access to electronic or online academic resources. These technologies can be employed and, if necessary, adapted for the purpose of learning (Chiang, Yang, & Hwang, 2014). It allows students to gather information to improve their knowledge, as well as allowing them to communicate and share information gained with their peers (Chiang et al., 2014; Ignatova, Dagiene, & Kubilinskiene, 2015). A novel approach to learning can thus be introduced when incorporating a collaborative elearning platform into the learning environment (Yau et al., 2003).

Collaborative environments have the following characteristics: knowledge sharing, ability sharing, mediation and diversity in student contributions (Yau et al., 2003). Research has shown that collaborative elearning environments can provide very valuable educational opportunities for distance learning students and that it can create similar learning opportunities for traditional campus-based students (Wang, 2007; Järvelä et al., 2015). A collaborative environment fosters social interaction between students and diminishes student isolation. Although traditional academic institutions still practice on-campus face-to-face learning, they have come to realise the benefits of collaborative environments (Fernandes, Pinto, Machado, Araújo, & Pontes, 2015).

2.2 Affordance

In today's world, social media and collaborative applications are proliferating at a fast pace. These applications are often used in diverse institutions, in organizations, and more commonly amongst students and teachers / lecturers / instructors (Manca & Ranieri, 2013; Treem & Leonardi, 2013). Social media and collaborative applications are flexible applications and many users have been able to discover how these applications can be utilised to serve their different needs (Manca & Ranieri, 2013; Koehler, Mishra, Kereluik, Shin, & Graham, 2014).

The theory of affordance can be used to explain the reason why humans identify different possibilities for the uses of / actions performed on a particular object. The uses or actions are often based on how the user interprets the properties or characteristics of the object (Jeong & Hmelo-Silver, 2016; Tucker, 2016; Song & Kong, 2017). These interpretations of the properties afford several possibilities for the use of the object or the action taken on the object (Leonardi, 2011; Ignatova et al., 2015; Jeong & Hmelo-Silver, 2016). In essence, although the properties of a technology are common to each person who encounters them, the affordances of that artefact are not. Affordances are exclusive to the particular ways in which an actor perceives materiality (Leonardi, 2011; Sengupta, Kinnebrew, Basu, Biswas, & Clark, 2013).
In the context of social media and collaborative applications used amongst student project teams, the applications are obviously created for general use (Giesbers, Rienties, Tempelaar, & Gijsegelaers, 2014). However, students must have perceived the applications in diverse ways that afford them to use the properties of these applications in their project teams.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Data source

In the first semester of 2016, final year Computer Science students were expected to do a capstone project as a team. The project required the team to design an application over a period of five weeks. Students were allowed to self-select their team members. Eleven teams, each team consisting of between three and five members, were formed by the class of 50 students. Each team had to propose three project ideas – these were vetted, and one was chosen to be developed. Every week students received feedback on the progress of their project: initially the team had to conceptualize their chosen product idea and present it to a mentor who assisted them in refining the concept. The teams used techniques to identify needs and establish requirements for their product and then used conceptual models to design three throw-away prototypes. Using the feedback of the mentors, one high-fidelity prototype was developed by each team and evaluated using heuristic evaluation. Students were expected to apply their knowledge of software engineering, database and interaction design in this project. Finally the teams had to demonstrate the finished product to the class and in their presentation explain what each participant did, why the specific application was chosen, what conceptual model was used for the design of the graphical user interface, what type of testing was done – and what errors it revealed – and finally what type of technologies were used and why.

During the development of the project, team members had to indicate every week what their contribution was. To ensure that all students contributed to the project, teams were advised to involve each team member in every aspect of the project. If members did not participate as required, teams were encouraged to discuss their concerns with their mentors. Mentors would suggest some interventions to assist the team with their working relationships, however if these interventions were not successful, teams were allowed to expel the non-participating member.

The students had access to the university-wide elearning platform, iKamva, as well as a free online platform Piazza. The students’ use of these platforms was mostly determined by the way their lecturers adopted the platforms for the dissemination of their course-materials and course-information.

As lecturer and teaching assistant, and as mentors for the course, the authors were able to observe each team and study how they interacted as a team. A survey was conducted half way through the project period in the first semester of 2016.

A single questionnaire was distributed by hand to each of the eleven student project teams and they were given between 10 and 15 minutes to complete the questionnaire in consultation with their team members. The questions covered aspects of how the student teams used applications for learning and collaborative work. A spreadsheet was used to capture the details of each team –
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such as the team number and the number of individuals in the team – as well as their questionnaire responses.

3.2 Instrument development

The methodological triangulation technique, as described by Wakeling and Clough (2015), was adopted during the data gathering stage of the study. The open-ended questions of the questionnaire were used to gather the corpus of the data. This provided textual data that was analysed using content analysis.

In addition, follow-up group discussions were organised by the researcher with each student project team in order to corroborate responses given in the questionnaire. The probes that were used during discussions were aimed at confirming the questionnaire responses. These discussions provided details and revealed the reasoning behind the questionnaire responses.

3.3 Methodology

Two types of content analysis – conventional content analysis and summative content analysis – were used to analyse the textual data gathered. Content analysis is used to examine text by focusing on how the text is structured, it allows for a knowledgeable interpretation of the phenomenon under study (Neuendorf, 2016). It was decided to independently use these two approaches to see the problem from more than one perspective. This is also consistent with methodological triangulation since the data was analysed using two different approaches. It provides a rigorous approach to the analysis of the data gathered (O. Bankole, Chigona, & Bankole, 2012).

Conventional content analysis was used to describe the phenomena “collaborative applications” and “teamwork”. This content analysis approach requires the researcher to be immersed in the data. It was appropriate since the study aimed to understand the reasoning behind the use students made of applications for collaborative teamwork. Categories such as “document sharing” or “task management” were not allocated a priori to these phenomena. Categories were allowed to emerge from the data (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Annala, Mákinen, Svárd, Sillius, & Mihlumáki, 2012).

Summative content analysis was used to identify keywords in context. This was done in order to understand the contextual use of specific words or keywords (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). This approach explores and analyses the use of a word or the content in a textual context (Annala et al., 2012; Lovejoy, Watson, Lacy, & Riffe, 2016). These so-called keywords were examined in context and the underlying meanings were explored.

Coder reliability of the keywords and categories were tested for consistency. The categories as well as keywords were created/identified under test-retest conditions. This means that the coder read and reread the data to identify categories and keywords. In a second cycle of analysis, the coder re-evaluated and re-categorised some of the data (Neuendorf, 2016). Group discussions were also conducted with each group to confirm the answers supplied by the groups in the completed questionnaires which further lead the research in the right direction.
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3.4 Research ethics

In ensuring the quality and reliability of the data, the questionnaire was checked to make sure all the sections were properly completed. The consent of the participants was sought – the students completed and signed a consent form. No personal details were gathered hence the anonymity of their responses in the survey was guaranteed. Participants were given the option to withdraw from participating at any time during the data gathering process.

The information provided through the survey was handled with utmost confidentiality. The ethics and confidentiality issues of research work of this nature are of great importance. Hence ethics approval was granted by the university's ethics committee.

4 RESULTS

The responses from the studied teams showed that nine of the eleven teams used iKamva for some of their final year courses. However, this was not voluntary, as the course required them to use it. This result is corroborated by statements from the members of different teams:

The University gave it to us. (Team 4)

It is not really a choice. We have to use the platform in most cases to get information and also to make submissions. (Team 8)

1iKamva is the elearning platform that is offered by the university.
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The analysis identified the following 4 categories namely: “document sharing”, “communication”, “course resources” and “plagiarism detection”. Three applications were used for document sharing, six applications were used for communication, four applications were used for obtaining course resources and, only one application was used for plagiarism detection.

The number of times each application occurred in the corpus was recorded (Table 1). The

![Table 1: Categorisation of the applications according to their function](https://doi.org/10.18489/sacj.v29i2.470)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document sharing</td>
<td>Google Drive</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dropbox</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Google Docs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Google Hangout</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course resources</td>
<td>Git</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khan Academy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coursera</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plagiarism detection</td>
<td>Turnitin</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows the applications the teams used for learning and collaborating as a team in order to complete their projects. The project teams made use of different applications in order to bring their projects to completion. These applications have different functionalities: both Dropbox and Google Drive are cloud storage systems, Google Hangouts is a communication platform very similar to Skype; Google Docs is an on-line word-processor that allows collaboration in real-time; WhatsApp and Telegram are both instant messaging systems; Facebook is an on-line social networking system; Git is a version control system used for software development; Coursera and Khan Academy both provide online academic material; and Turnitin allows students to check for plagiarism. Most teams used a combination of two or more of these applications for their project. The majority of the teams made use of WhatsApp and Telegram – both mobile apps for communication – and Google Drive and Dropbox for document sharing.

Eight project teams stated that they made use of WhatsApp while only three project teams mentioned that they used email for communication. Two project teams mentioned they used Git for version control whilst Coursera, Skype, Google Hangout and Khan Academy were also mentioned. Turnitin occurred four times however only one project team mentioned they used it to check their work for plagiarism.

### 4.1 Categorisation of the applications used

The analysis identified the following 4 categories namely: “document sharing”, “communication”, “course resources” and “plagiarism detection”. Three applications were used for document sharing, six applications were used for communication, four applications were used for obtaining course resources and, only one application was used for plagiarism detection.

The number of times each application occurred in the corpus was recorded (Table 1). The
Table 2: Number of occurrences of the keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access/Availability/Free</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sharing</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice Call/Video Call/Instant Messaging</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document sharing</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online forum</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uploads and downloads</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenient</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification/reminders/bulletins</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course resources</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractive</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archiving/storing</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduler</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks administration</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Management</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plagiarism Detection</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posting Queries</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
application Google Drive occurred 15 times in the corpus. Five of the teams mentioned using Google Drive for document sharing. WhatsApp and email occurred 18 and 17 times respectively.

The analysis identified 20 keywords in the data (Table 2). The table portrays the significance of these words by how extensively these words were used in the corpus. “Communication” had the highest number of occurrences namely 38, “ease of use” occurred 35 times, “information sharing” occurred 20 times and, “document sharing” and “access” both 17 times. The keywords “task management”, “plagiarism detection” and, “posting queries” all occurred once in the data and thus are considered to be important. Table 2 portrays the relevance of these words and shows how extensively they were used.

4.2 Observations

It was observed that:

‘Communication’ was a major keyword raised by all the project teams, occurring 38 times in the corpus.

Yes it is not easy to communicate when a member does not have a device (Team 3)

It was observed that all eleven teams mentioned communication in their responses and how it is an important determinant in their choice of the applications they decided to use.

‘Ease of use’ was amongst the major factors mentioned by all eleven teams, it appeared 35 times in the corpus. Team 11 mentioned that in order to collaborate, their choice of application was based on ease of use.

‘Access/availability’ was mentioned 29 times in relation to having access to Internet facilities and using mobile devices.

Yes some group members have no access to Internet in their environment (Team 1)
There is loss of interest if it (the Internet) is not easily available (Team 11)

‘Information sharing’ occurred 20 times in the corpus. This shows that it is very important for collaborative team work.

We use WhatsApp to communicate and email is also used to share information and documents within our team (Team 8)

‘Voice call/video call/instant messaging’ occurred 19 times. Real time instant messaging was appreciated by all the teams since they all mentioned it in different ways and used different applications to collaborate in their respective teams.

The group members see the messages instantly and it is ubiquitous (Team 6)

‘Document sharing’ was mentioned 17 times. ‘Document sharing’ is an integral part of collaboration, as all the teams mentioned.
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We use telegram and Google drive for document sharing (Team 6)

‘Effective’ occurred eight times in the corpus. Each team agreed that the combination of applications they adopted for their collaborative team projects were very effective.

Instant messaging and easy access to WhatsApp was used to communicate effectively in our team (Team 7)

We use WhatsApp to communicate and email is also used to share information and documents effectively within the team (Team 8)

‘Online forum’ was mentioned 7 times.

Forums, interaction with other individuals, other resources that can help with courses (Team 1)

Taking online quizzes and participating on forum discussions (Team 11)

‘Uploads’/‘downloads’ were mentioned 7 times.

Video uploads of lectures (Team 10)

File sharing (video docs) and video uploads (Team 3)

Downloading documents and posting queries (Team 9)

‘Convenient’ and ‘notification/reminders/bulletins’ were both mentioned 6 times, while ‘course resources’ occurred only 5 times in the corpus.

Bulletins and notices, course resources, planning (Team 2)

‘Attractive’, ‘archiving/storing’ and ‘scheduler’ were each mentioned 3 times in the corpus.

Forum discussions, Notification / reminders for assignment submissions. This can be linked to students email addresses (Team 5)

‘Innovative’ and ‘marks administration’ each occurred 2 times in the corpus.

Timetable and marks systems (Team 10)

…marks administration …(Team 9)

‘Task management’, ‘plagiarism detection’ and ‘posting queries’ all appeared once in the corpus. The keyword ‘task management’ was mentioned by Team 1, while plagiarism detection and posting queries were both mentioned by Team 9.

One of the teams had issues with a team member. When the interventions did not change the student's attitude, the concerned student was expelled from the team. The expelled member then joined another team.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Discussion

It was observed that technology affordance determined what technologies were preferred by Computer Science student project groups. The students did not use a single or specific collaborative elearning platform for their team project, rather; they made use of combinations of applications to collaborate during their team project. The student groups were able to use these applications by identifying the affordances that the applications would provide for their respective groups. The data collected for this study was adequate to answer the research questions:

1. What collaborative elearning platforms or applications do Computer Science students use?
   Answer: The functionalities of iKamva – the university-wide elearning platform – were not used by the teams for their projects. They preferred using alternative applications.

2. What affordances are evident with students’ use of collaborative applications for learning when working on team projects?
   Answer: This study identified four distinct affordances in the use of social and collaborative applications for student projects. They are:
   - Communicative-affordance,
   - Document share-affordance,
   - Course resource-affordance, and
   - Integrity-affordance

The results agree with similar studies in terms of technology usage and adoption (Wang, 2007; F. Bankole et al., 2012). The analysis revealed that characteristic non-functional requirements such as ease of use, access/availability/free, effective, convenient, attractiveness and innovativeness are important determinants of usage and it also established in what combinations the applications were used. This was evident from the number of occurrences of these keywords in the discussions.

WhatsApp was the preferred instant messaging communication application. WhatsApp was mentioned together with the keywords, Voice Call, Video Call, and Instant Messaging. In addition to this, WhatsApp is appealing to students since most of them may already be making use of the app as a social media platform for communication with friends and family. Hence by simply creating a WhatsApp group for their team members, the students were able to communicate and work together.

Email was used by most teams since all students have email accounts and it can easily be used for both communication and for transferring files such as programming codes and all other associated documentation required for their project. Furthermore, the authors determined – in terms of access to financial resources, ownership of smart devices as well as constant connection to the Internet – that the students were not all equal but had diverse opportunities and backgrounds. In cases where

---

2This affordance relates to the checking of their work for plagiarism.
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some team members did not have access to the resources required by popular applications, the teams would resort to using email for most of their communication as well as document sharing.

Google Drive was the most used application for document sharing. The student university email service account is hosted by Google; therefore, all students have access to Google Plus applications. It was thus easy for the teams to manage their tasks, activities and share documents using Google Drive. A few teams employed Google Docs and Google Hangouts as well. Quite a few teams made use of Dropbox for document sharing. This was due to personal or individual preferences for this application. The teams that made use of Dropbox probably had team members that already used Dropbox and were familiar with its user interface and environment.

Each project team selected different combinations of applications which adequately coordinated the team members in such a way that each individual made an equal contribution. It was found that the types of applications used by the teams were the same, i.e. all the project teams made use of both communication and document sharing applications. However, the characteristics of the applications used to perform their team project tasks, were different and relative to each team's perception of each application's affordance. To effectively collaborate on their projects, the teams exhibited evidence of technology affordance in the way they selected the combination of the applications that they employed for their team work. The actions taken by the project teams in their collaborative work presented four affordances: communicative-affordance, document share-affordance, course resource-affordance, and integrity-affordance. This implies the need for affordances in using collaborative applications in order to carry out a team project. These made the students exploit their world and improvise, thus providing an effective means of team work and collaboration. This is a graduate attribute and skill that has been shown to benefit students when they eventually move on to professional workplaces (Solimeno, Mebane, Tomai, & Francescato, 2008).

The practical implication of this research is useful and can address the design such as concluded in Gasevic, Kovanovic, Joksimovic, and Siemens (2014) and development of collaborative elearning environment functionalities which are important for use in student team projects. More functional and user centric collaborative features can be developed when the appropriate affordances are identified at the early stage of the design of the application.

The limitation of this study – which future studies should seek to address – is that the findings of this research are based on data gathered from only one cohort of third year Computer Science students. Future research will source data from more student teams in different academic years and other departments in the Science Faculty.

5.2 Conclusion

This article presents the affordances associated with social and collaborative applications for student projects. In order to work effectively and collaborate as part of a team, appropriate application features or functionalities must be rightly conceived and developed. This can be achieved by knowing the affordances that are plausible from the needs and abilities of the students working on a team project in a collaborative environment. In this study, communicative-affordance, document share-affordance, course resource-affordance, and integrity-affordance are found to be associated with the...
student’s preference for using the particular applications they employed for their project. The university elearning platform, iKamva, was not the preferred application for the students. However, some students used it because they were mandated to do so. Hence the use of iKamva was not voluntary.

This research forms part of a larger research project. Further research will be conducted with data collected from different year groups using a multi-method analysis approach.
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